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A new device for measuring motor control ability by a visual stimulus
－Toward the analysis of clumsiness for eye-hand coordination task corresponding to a visual target－
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Abstract
Awkward motor activities in children having mild developmental disorders may be related to a
variety of factors. We developed an instrument for assessing disturbances of eye-hand coordination
which may lead to awkward motor activities. The instrument consisted of a visual stimulation
program where the subject tracks a light spot on a monitor with the use of a pinch-meter. The
subject had to adjust their pinch forces in order to track the light spot as a visual target. Three
experimental procedures were carried out using the right hand, the left hand, and finally both hands
in all right-handed subjects. These experimental procedures analyzed two variables, one being the
time lag between the moving target and the time of change in the pinch-force. The results showed
that the time lag was reduced in the case of the right hand, the left hand, and then using both hands.
Results showed that coordination of pinch-force with both hands were superior to the one hand alone.
Some subjects who received a low score in the traditional motor accuracy test also had a rather
large time lag. Our results suggested that the functional difference of eye-hand coordination between
the right and the left hands might be influenced by visio-motor central ability. Furthermore, our
results seem to indicate that the information of proprioceptional and tactile sensation may be
improved in the areas of timing and the processing of visual stimulation.
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